
The Development Journey

Supporting 
Development 
for Everyone 

at U-M!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for the opportunity to share a new development journey currently being piloted by Organizational LearningWe’re excited about this journey because it puts guidance for development squarely in the hands of the individual



Integrated Talent Management - Bersin & Asso.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK brings in Yellow box to highlight Areas 4 & 6In HR we’re starting to take a more wholistic approach to Talent Management in looking at the interrelations between all seven areas on the screen.Talking points:Josh Bersin started Bersin & Assoc in 2001 with a goal of looking at Corporate LearningThey found out that, while many organizations had these 7 areas identified in the model, they all existed in separate silosBersin and Associates developed this integrated talent management modle to show the inter-relation and inter-connection between all 7 areasToday we’re going to talk about areas 4 (L&D) and 6 (Leadership Dev).  [click to bring in yellow boxes]Our focus is on #s 4 & 6Josh Bersin founded Bersin & Associates in 2001 to provide research and advisory services focused on corporate learning. He is a frequent speaker at industry events and a popular blogger. Prior to founding Bersin & Associates, Josh spent 25 years in product development, product management, marketing, and sales of e-learning and other enterprise technologies. Josh’s education includes a bachelor of science degree in engineering from Cornell, a master’s of science degree in engineering from Stanford, and an MBA from the Haas School of Business at the University of California, Berkeley



Development Journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BRIANTalking Points:We’ve spent a good part of the last year asking people across UM about development and we’ve learned a lotIn summary we’ve learnined that people just want an opportunity to develop in areas they are passionate aboutThey’ve also told us that they want something that is FLEXIBLE, INTUITIVE, and IMPACTFULThis is the challenge we set out to tackle in OLWe wanted to create something that CONNECTS LEARNERS, provides EXPERIENTIAL DEVELOPMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES, and most importantly puts GUIDANCE for career development in the hands of the INDIVIDUAL, not just with their supervisor.We’ll take a quick 30,000 foot view on this slide and then dive a bit deeper on the following slides [explain a bit about each step in the journey]



Development Journey - detailed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK brings in Yellow box to highlight “Assess by Level” leading into screenshots of Qualtrics Assessment on next slideTalking Points:●In order to be successful this journey needs to be EASY TO FOLLOW, IMPACTFUL, and LED BY STAFF●We’ve also developed a myriad of tools, videos, and reference materials that can be accessed at each step.●I will go through the entire journey at a HIGH LEVEL and then Jane will talk in more detail●Explain the journey in terms of a story that ‘Brian’ is going on…Brian often tells the story of a person coming to UM from the outside.  In conversations with their Manager they identify that there are two areas of focus: Mission-Creating Value for the Diverse Communities we Serve, and Self-Adapts.  Coming from the outside requires a person to learn how things work at UM, hence the first focus.  In order to be successful this person must also learn to adapt their approaches to things that work within UM (hence the second focus area).Talking Points:1.Our journey can begin with an INFORMAL CONVERSATION, with a 360 ASSESSMENT, or with a SELF ASSESSMENT (can be done on a mobile device!)2.The output from this assessment is then compared against our LEADERSHIP EXPECTATION MODEL.  We are working to build more awareness of the LEM and have reference documents and tools in development to do this.  It is also incorporated into the MM PERFORMANCE VALUATION.  (Mision-Create Value for the Diverse Communities We Serve)3.Staff begins to define their development in terms of the 70/20/10 model. (Jane will talk about this in more detail in a moment)4.Staff works with tools that we’ve created to begin development of their INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN, and shares their initial draft with their Manager for feedback.5.After mutual agreement on the IDP PLAN, we move to implementing the plan6.Periodic check-ins are encouraged throughout the process to MAKE ADJUSTMENTS, REMOVE ROADBLOCKS, and CHECK PROGRESS7.The final step is a CHECK to see whether LEARNING HAS OCCURRED.8.The cycle repeats.



Development Assessment - Qualtrics Survey – Step 1

Sample Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BRIANClick to this slide after talking about the ASSESS BY LEVEL, and then return back to the Development Journey Detailed slide.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p5JDKI3o6f1efEnNNL5c9YRJ7thmfuUu


Development Journey - detailed

Notes:
• Developed for the many, not just the few
• This journey focuses on skill building
• This journey puts guidance for 

development squarely in the hands of the 
individual

Development Journey Pilot is Ready!
• Video Overview of Journey
• Landing Page (journey starts 

here)
• Michigan Expectations Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After walking people through the self-assessment, pick an area of focus based on the output.  Explain that people can click on the LEM link in #2 above but don’t go through all the info.  Use the area of focus from the self-assessment when clicking on the 10% formal learning link.  After going through the 10% portion, click on the 70% link to go to the same location within the 70% model.Finally click on the IDP link and explain that this is where all of the information comes togetherAfter creating an IDP schedule recurring follow up meetings with your supervisor, mentor, peer, or coach to check inAdjust as needed.

https://youtu.be/PYII1IBy6gc
https://hr.umich.edu/development-journey-michigan-expectations-model
https://hr.umich.edu/michigan-expectations-model-70-20-10-development-approach


Development Journey - Formal Learning – Step 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Each click brings in the next step of navigating the site)Here is an example.●When you first go to the site, you can select your level: All Colleagues, Developing Leader, Mid-level Leader and Executive Leader●Next, you can click on the Domain of choice, in this case, I’m selecting Mission.●Then, you will select one of the three expectations within that Domain; again, for our example, I have selected Create Value for the Diverse Communities We Serve.●Then, once you click that, you will find options for formal development.●We are using icons to help users navigate their options: instructor-led training, online or other formal resources like books, videos, etc.●You can also see...on the right side...icons for the type of learning, the length of the learning event and a $ sign to indicate the program has a cost.●When you click on the training event, it will take you to the registration site or the program’s location online.



Development Journey - Experiential Learning Guide – Step 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
●We have taken each Domain and expectation and included the associated behaviors.●Here, the Domain is Self, in yellow.  We are also selecting the Adapts expectation●The next line is the expectation and its definition.●Next, you’ll see the behaviors associated with each leadership level. Note, we have not included the Executive Level. The expectation is that any development will either have occured before reaching that level and/or the executive will have an executive coach who will provide feedback and suggest development in collaboration with the executive’s senior.For the other levels, we have suggested experiential learning opportunities within the job (share an example if you want since they may not be able to read the small print),(CLICK switches screenshot)outside of the job and outside the organization.(feel free to read a couple of examples)As much as possible, we are trying to identify UM-specific opportunities and surrounding community. For example, we have mentioned the VOICES program, UHR website resources,NOTE: This is a brainstorm and has not been reviewed and edited.The last part of the guide is additional learning resources and formal development opportunities...as seen in the previous slides.



IDP – Individual Development Plan – Step 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
●We have taken each Domain and expectation and included the associated behaviors.●Here, the Domain is Self, in yellow.  We are also selecting the Adapts expectation●The next line is the expectation and its definition.●Next, you’ll see the behaviors associated with each leadership level. Note, we have not included the Executive Level. The expectation is that any development will either have occured before reaching that level and/or the executive will have an executive coach who will provide feedback and suggest development in collaboration with the executive’s senior.For the other levels, we have suggested experiential learning opportunities within the job (share an example if you want since they may not be able to read the small print),(CLICK switches screenshot)outside of the job and outside the organization.(feel free to read a couple of examples)As much as possible, we are trying to identify UM-specific opportunities and surrounding community. For example, we have mentioned the VOICES program, UHR website resources,NOTE: This is a brainstorm and has not been reviewed and edited.The last part of the guide is additional learning resources and formal development opportunities...as seen in the previous slides.



Where To Begin Your Development Journey & Helpful Links

The first step is to go to our website:
https://hr.umich.edu/development-journey-michigan-expectations-model
● Here you will find all of the resources, and steps to begin your journey

 Watch a Development Journey Video Overview 
 Michigan Expectations Model Details
 Reach out with any questions to development-journey@umich.edu

https://hr.umich.edu/development-journey-michigan-expectations-model
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_EuUGjDQe_5HmGL8MFxb4PxgCeY9cnJW
https://hr.umich.edu/michigan-expectations-model-70-20-10-development-approach
mailto:development-journey@umich.edu


More Coming Soon!

This summer you will start seeing communications with the full rollout of the 
Development Journey tools!

Lynda.com will be merging in to LinkedIn Learning! 
● Find out more about LinkedIn Learning

○ Making it convenient to learn anytime anywhere

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMRv1HlHXlc


Thank you for your time!
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